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Sperd a lot of tine Prac'ticing
pa$eg€ that involve a lot of difficult
fi ngerltongrc coordination all slurred.
Doing this allona me io concentrate on
the fingers and the air. Once these are
correst I can add the tonguing back in.
An additional step may be to practice
tonguing at the temPo and rhYthm
required all on one note before putting
the passage back iogether. In my last
article I also mentioned practicing a
passage by elnglng lt out loud. This
eliminatesthe instruments, reeds, fingers,
and embouchures from the equation
and can often be very valuable, Coupled
with this I firmly believe that every note
that a wlnd player PlaYe should be
eung (mentally).

Practice passages that involve
ornamentation (trills, grace notes, etc.)
without the ornaments, making sure that
the rhythmic durations are correct' The
trills and grace notes should be
practiced separately also and then
added back in.

Know your enemy. When a student
has been working on a Piece and is
preparing it lor performance I have them
make a list of potential mistakes that
they could make in the piece, being as
specific as possible. We then go
through and try to find a remedy for each
mistake using some of the practicing
techniques listed above. Then when
they play I tell them that there is no
excuse for making anY of these same
errors.

5. Players need to sPend the
majority of their time practicing to fix
errors as described above, necessitating
a stop/start  approach usual lY
concentrating on small areas. This
needs to be periodically balanced with
practlclng performlng, i.e. a straight
run-through of the entire piece without
stopping no matter what happens! This
is particularly important when students
are preparing for such events as
concerts, try outs, auditions, recilals, etc.
When a player is used to being able to
stop to go back and fix errors it is very
difficult to keep playing without stopping
unless it is also Practiced.

This is by no means a comPlete list'
There are many other wonderful and
successful practice techniques that I
have had to omit for reasons of space. I
would like to conclude with some final
thoughts on practicing.

Telephone numbers must be
accurate, close is not good enough. A
number with area code is 10 digits. Even
90?6 accuracy could havE far-reaching
consequences!

Fast ls exactlY the same
as slow, onlY guicker.

Know the resu/ts of Your acfions
before you do them. You should learn,
through practice, how to feel if the note
that you are about to play will speak, be
in tune, and have the correct volume.

Articulations

Triplet pattems should be vuied by using the following rhythms md articulations:
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Sixt€enth note (or other duple) pattems should be vuied using the following rhythms and articulations:
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